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**Select Your College and Population**

You must add all of the required college events (those marked with a star) to your program. You are encouraged to also add optional college programs that interest you.

**Select Required University Events**

Under Filter, clear your previous filters and select “Required” and “University Events” (under College) to find required university programs. Add these to your personal program.

**Explore Activities**

Under Filter, clear your previous filters and use the Activities filter to explore your interests—we have dozens of programs and opportunities for you to explore. Featured events are those created by the Orientation Steering Committee to help you get connected with other new students.

---

**Additional Tips**

**Sort by Title**

Shows you a list of programs in alphabetical order.

**Sort by Time**

Displays boxes by date (or On Your Own Time). Check a box to see the list of events happening on that date.

---

**Remember:** Orientation is an opportunity for you to explore the wealth of programs and services available to you as a Cornellian. But Orientation is only the beginning—there will be opportunities for you throughout your time at Cornell.